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HI-BROW SCULPTING GEL

Adds volume and color to brows.

Use as a topper over any brow

product to set brows and lock in

color for 24 hours.

Get the Feather Brow Look: Use the

applicator to stroke those brow hairs

to sculpt and fluff in an upwards and

outwards motion.

fmg CASHMERE 24 HOUR
BROW POMADE

Creates high-definition brows that are waterproof and last

24 hours. Ultra-creamy, smudge-proof, sweat-proof formula.

Get the Drama Bold Look: Using a brush, draw out

brows then fill in for bold all-day wear. Best for those

with little to no hair.

VDL EYE FINE DOUBLE EDGE
BROW PENCIL

Slim, flat-cut brow pencil fills and

defines brows with expert precision.

Wax-to-powder, long-lasting

formula resists breakage and

glides on smoothly. Dual-ended

pencil with spoolie.

BROW
GUIDE
Sculpt, define and
fill in to perfection!
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Create the
perfect brow in
4 easy steps!

STEP 1
Use the Glimmer Brow
Definer to line the

bottom of the brow.

STEP 2
Outline the top of the brow
to desired shape.

STEP 3
Fill in using a pencil and/or
pomade and blend.

STEP 4
Seal the deal with the clear
Colors of Love Hi-Brow
Sculpting Brow Gel.

BONUS STEP
Use Colors of Love Glow Balm
Illuminating Stick in Daydreaming
to highlight the brow bone.

Pro Tip: For sleek and easy
clean-up, apply your concealer
above and under the brow for
perfect precision.
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fmg GLIMMER BROW DEFINER

Our thinnest brow pencil that’s perfect for

making hairlike strokes for defined brows.

Infused with nourishing castor oil, aiding in hair

growth, and coconut oil.

Get the Au Naturel Classic Look: Use pencil to

make soft hairlike strokes in the direction hairs

grow for a super-natural fill.

NEW! fmg COLORS
OF LOVE HI-BROW
SCULPTING BROW GEL                     
Universal clear sculpting gel

tames, fluffs, shapes and grooms

brows. Flexible, flake-proof

formula. Wear alone or over

your favorite brow products.

NEW! fmg COLORS OF
LOVE HI-BROW TINTED
BROW GEL                      
A sweep of tinted gel for a

full, fluffy look. Fills, grooms

and shapes brows for 24-hour

wear. Water-resistant,

smudge- and flake-proof.

SUPPORT
TOOL
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AVON TRUE COLOR LOVE
AT 1ST LASH MASCARA

Lash-loving volume! Features

heart-shaped fibers for incredible

volume and length. Formulated

with Love Complex™ to

strengthen and condition lashes.

LOVE AT 1ST LASH
WATERPROOF MASCARA

Long-lasting, waterproof formula

features 3 kinds of fibers for

stunning volume and length.

Formulated with Love Waterproof

Complex™ to strengthen and

condition lashes.

WASH-OFF WATERPROOF
MASCARA

For easy-off, waterproof definition!

Unique formula thickens and

separates lashes, won’t budge in

the rain and removes easily using

soap and water.

AVON TRUE COLOR
SUPEREXTEND NOURISHING
MASCARA

For long and healthy definition!

Protects and fortifies while

separating lashes for striking

definition. Enriched with argan and

coconut oils and vitamin E.

AVON TRUE COLOR
SUPERSHOCK
VOLUMIZING MASCARA

For instant bold volume! Creates

full, thick, voluminous lashes with

ease. Weightless lash-building

formula and unique helix brush

for 7X the volume.

AVON TRUEEE COC
AT 1ST LASH

Lash-lovin

heart-

vo

MASCARA
GUIDE
Everything you need for
long, luxe lashes.
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fmg GLIMMER LONGWEAR GEL EYELINER

Richly pigmented gel eyeliner with

high-performance color that wears all day

with an intense matte finish. Create simple lines or

bolder looks with a single eyeliner pot.

fmg CASHMERE 24 HR
CREAM EYELINER

Creates intense, decadent

looks with comfortable

24-hour, waterproof wear.

Creamy pencil liner dries down

to a matte finish and features a

smudge applicator to blend.

AVON TRUE COLOR
ALWAYS ON POINT EYE LINER

Creates precise lines with ease. Self-sharpening

eyeliner with built-in sharpener for the perfect

point every time. Long-wearing and waterproof.

fmg GLIMMER EYELINERS

Define eyes perfectly. Our cult favorite eyeliner

that comes in a variety of shades and finishes:

Diamond, Cream and Waterproof.

Line with precision
and create a
variety of looks.
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SUPPORT
TOOL

fmg GLIMMER LIQUID EYELINER

Easy-glide, quick-dry precision felt-tip liner

delivers rich color with long-lasting wear. Matte

finish with vivid black payoff.

EYELINER
GUIDE
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fmg GLIMMER EYESHADOW QUAD

Travel-friendly eyeshadow quads deliver

richly pigmented looks without the fallout.

Available in 10 curated palette options, and

includes an applicator.

fmg CASHMERE EYESHADOW PALETTE

Expertly curated 9-shade palettes featuring satin,

matte and sparkling finishes. Luxe, lush

and long-wearing powder in a buildable and

crease-free powder formula.

fmg GLIMMERSHADOW
LIQUID EYESHADOW

Water-resistant liquid

eyeshadow available in 15

shades and 3 stunning finishes:

Shimmer, Glimmer and Matte

Sateen. All-day wear that won’t

budge or crease.

fmg GLIMMER LONGWEAR
GEL EYESHADOW

Long-wearing, shimmery cream formula delivers

high-impact color that wears perfectly on its own,

or can be paired with powdered eyeshadow.
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EYESHADOW
GUIDE
From subtle to bold, we’ve
got you covered with a variety of
shades, finishes and textures.
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